Introduction and aims
In plant species, molecular analysis of the chloroplast genome has been used for investigating the evolution and systematics of genera and higher taxonomic ranks (Palmer et al. 1988) . After chloroplast simple sequence repeat (cpSSR) markers were discovered, they were then developed and employed for genetic analyses. Doyle et al. (1998) addressed a potential risk of using length variation of SSR marker for genetic relationships, noting that the regions flanking SSRs could contain insertion or deletion (INDEL) or other SSR events. Despite warnings about size homoplasy, the length variation of cpSSR markers has been used in plants continuously for the study of genetic structure within closely related taxa (Karatas et al. 2014; Sanchez-Robles et al. 2014) .
To reemphasize the risk in using length variation without sequence confirmation even within a plant species, we investigated the origin of total length variation of cpSSR within the species Cucurbita pepo L.
Methodological approach
The seeds of five wild C. pepo accessions collected from Texas (TCN# 1135 (TCN# , 1139 (TCN# , and 1141 and from northeastern Mexico (TCN# 1156 and 1158) were kindly provided by Dr. Decker-Walter at The Cucurbit Network (TCN).
Twenty-three conserved chloroplast SSR (ccSSR) markers (ccSSR-1 to ccSSR-23) developed by Chung and Staub (2003) were employed in this study. Total DNA was extracted from one seed of each accession according to previously reported protocols . PCR amplification, DNA sequencing, and alignment were performed according to Chung and Staub (2003) .
Findings
Among 23 ccSSR markers, all DNA sequences from ccSSRs using five C. pepo species had no polymorphisms, single-nucleotide substitutions, or single INDEL events for each amplified region of the ccSSRs (data not shown) excluding ccSSR-10. Marker ccSSR-10, located between chloroplast genes AtpB and RbcL, showed two INDEL events (two SSR motifs: T repeats and A repeats) in a single PCR amplified region (Fig. 1a) .
Based on two SSR motifs, total length variations of TCN# 1135, 1139, 1141, 1156, and 1158 were 27 (16 T and 11 A), 27 (17 T and 10 A), 27 (17 T and 10 A), 28 (15 T and 13 A), and 28 (15 T and 13 A) base pairs, respectively. If the total size of PCR amplicons is only considered for genetic analysis with these samples, researchers would conclude that TCN# 1135, 1139, and 1141 shared genetic information in this cpDNA region. However, TCN# 1135 had 16 T repeats and 11 A repeats, while 1139 and 1141 had 17 T repeats and 10 A repeats, respectively (Fig. 1a) . We confirmed from DNA sequence alignments that each INDEL event was generated by different genetic events, despite total length variations of the two INDEL events being identical. Consequently, the genetic information from each INDEL (i.e., 16 T repeats and 11 A repeats from TCN# 1135) must be treated as independent events (i.e., separation of two SSR motifs as two markers) for further genetic analyses. If the origin of these total length variations was not confirmed by sequencing, the genetic relationship based on size homoplasy would be misinterpreted and undoubtedly accepted by other researchers because the three C. pepo species, TCN# 1135, 1139, and 1141, are known to be very closely related taxa. Although the development of ccSSR-10 was based on a single motif of 13 A repeats , two SSR motifs (T repeats and A repeats) were detected in C. pepo in the targeted region. Therefore, we concluded that, depending on the taxa examined, there can be two SSR motifs (or INDEL) of chloroplast DNA even if cpSSRs are developed based on a single SSR motif.
DNA sequence alignment of ccSSR-10 indicated that two SSR motifs, 16 T repeats, and 11 A repeats are closely located, within 40 base pairs of each other (Fig. 1a) . SSR primers are commonly selected and designed to target regions 50-100 base pairs upstream and downstream of the SSR motif. Therefore, if two SSR motifs are closely located (for example, less than 50 base pairs distance), the possibility to include two or more SSR motifs in a single SSR marker would be extremely high. In addition, two INDEL events (two SSR motifs) were found in a single cpSSR marker, ccSSR-8, located in the chloroplast gene Ycf3 (Fig. 1b) in our previous study . In this case, the distance between two INDEL events was only 21 base pairs. This leads to the expectation that SSR motifs in the chloroplast genome could be closely located depending on the taxa tested.
Although there have been numerous warnings about size homoplasy when using total length variation (Doyle et al. 1998; Wheeler et al. 2014) , cpSSR markers have continuously been developed and employed for genetic analysis in plant species (Karatas et al. 2014; Sanchez-Robles et al. 2014; Phumichai et al. 2015) . However, these studies did not report the origin of the total length variations in their data sets because the researchers probably believe that the use of closely related taxa (i.e., within a species) and a large number of markers reduced the risk for examining genetic relationship Wheeler et al. 2014) . However, data from single misinterpreted polymorphic marker would generate a significant difference in a genetic relationship result when a small number of cpSSR markers are employed. Because our results showed a high rate of polymorphisms in cpSSR within a species, the polymorphic information from each SSR motif must be separated to obtain an accurate origin of the total length variation. Since two cpSSR motifs could be closely located (i.e., less than 20-50 base pairs), it would be challenging to separate each cpSSR motif for each SSR marker. Therefore, we conclude that even within a single species, results from genetic relationship studies must be reconsidered if total length variations in cpSSR were used without DNA sequence confirmation of the origin of total length variation.
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